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W
hat does Jasper Engines & Transmissions do? It’s only a partial trick

question as the company focuses on the two auto parts in its name –

and a whole lot more.

How it gets the job done is even more intriguing. Two families –

the Bawels and the Schwenks – guide the multi-faceted efforts of

the 61-year-old company. Its leader and self-described “agent of

change” is president and CEO Doug Bawel.

“Our definition of insanity is to continue doing what we’re doing and expect different results,”

Bawel explains from his modest office. “People say I don’t have stress; I cause stress. I feel, though,

that if you’re not changing, you’re dying.”

Bawel doesn’t require the trappings of a normal executive. He can often be found out on the

manufacturing floor listening to the 1,000 associates (not employees) who execute that change.

Jasper Engines & Transmissions employs 400 more at its Crawford

County facility and also has operations in Altoona, Pennsylvania,

and Bellingham, Washington.

Hank Menke, president and CEO of Styline Industries in Huntingburg,

works with Bawel on a number of projects that benefit the neighboring

communities and all of Dubois County. He says his close friend takes

the approach that is necessary.

“Leaders today can’t just sit back behind the desk and look at

reports. They’ve got to get out with their people, get out on the firing

line, be in the trenches. They’ve got to be asking what I call the truth

questions,” Menke asserts. 

The truth involves the associates taking pride in what they are doing

and embracing, not fighting, the change that keeps the company an

industry leader.

“We truly believe,” Bawel claims, “that if you take a 25-foot

circumference around a person’s work area that they know more about

that space than anybody else. The hardest thing to do in middle

management is to get out of management land. You’ve got to get

your people intimately involved and passionately involved.”

Bawel says today’s workforce wants to be a part of solutions. There is more trepidation in the

previous generation, a fear that they will receive part of the blame if the change doesn’t prove

successful. For Jasper Engines & Transmissions, though, it’s a true team effort.

Setting the pace
Among the ways that Bawel establishes the atmosphere:

• He personally teaches a traditions class that clearly establishes the company culture for all new

associates. The focus is on safety, quality, productivity and customer service. Bawel talks about

trust and working together toward common goals

• Each associate receives hand-signed birthday and Christmas cards from Bawel, along with a

special note on their anniversary with the company

• All associates are asked to follow established procedures to solve problems. If there is no

resolution, they are invited to call Bawel at home

• Continuous improvement teams guide the workplace changes that increase efficiency and

enhance productivity. Base salaries are not determined on how long you have been with the

company, but what you produce

There has never been a layoff in company history. The challenges of recent years, however, forced

more than 100 people to move to another division in 2001. Bawel says it wasn’t easy for some, but

the diversity within the company allowed for shifting of responsibilities instead of loss of jobs. By Tom Schuman
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Learning the latest about what is taking place on

the plant floor is nothing unusual for Doug Bawel.



Today, the Jasper associates produce 275 transmissions

a day, 240 gasoline engines (including the Crawford

County facility), 30 diesel engines and 40 rear end

assemblies. Forty-five more engines come from each

of the operations in Altoona and Bellingham. Electric

motor and marine divisions increase the mix. Depth

was added to the boating effort by listening to customers

and including remanufactured stern drives.

“We feel that’s been one of our strengths,” Bawel

contends. “If you come to us, we can handle your entire

drive train needs and provide the necessary parts.”

The associate-first philosophy is carried forward from

company founder Alvin Ruxer. Bawel, who joined the

company in 1976 on the shop floor and worked his

way up through various positions, was prepared to

leave and start his own business a decade later. Ruxer

advised him to be patient and a short time later a leveraged

buyout was arranged.

Bawel is joined at Jasper Engines by three brothers, as well

as his father on a part-time basis. Five members of the Schwenk

family focus primarily on the financial end of the business.

“The two families complement each other very well,” notes

Bawel, who estimates his role as 60% on manufacturing issues,

10% other corporate business, 20% sales, and 5% each on auto

racing and outside commitments.

Exposure and knowledge
During 38 race weekends a year, Jasper Engines &

Transmissions is receiving national and international exposure

through the No. 77 NASCAR entry driven the last two years

by Dave Blaney. Bawel is one of three owners of the car, the

company is the primary sponsor and the associates contribute

directly to its success. Transmissions and differentials are produced

at the Jasper facility. The engines – for Blaney, Rusty Wallace

and Ryan Newman – are built in North Carolina through a

Jasper-managed partnership with racing legend Roger Penske.

The benefits are twofold. Exposure – “if you think about

our customers, most are involved in racing in one form or another,”

Bawel says – is measured through

sponsorship and driver mentions

on media broadcasts. The value of

that exposure is calculated by

determining what it would cost to

purchase similar advertising time.

“For every $1 we spend, if

we get $2 back in the form of

first-run, in-focus television

exposure, we’ve done a good

job,” the team owner calculates.

Other business opportunities

and partnerships also arise out

of being associated with racing’s

premier series. Jasper Engines

spreads its reach through other

sponsorships – including drag racing and working with the

American Tractor Pull Association.

The second benefit relates directly to business development.

“Equally as important is that what we learn at the racetrack

helps us build a better product,” Bawel explains. “We went into

it hoping that would be true, and we’ve learned even more than

we thought.”

Bawel turned down an initial overture to become involved

with NASCAR. A limited sponsorship began in the early 1990s,

followed by the inclusion of producing the team’s engines and

the eventual primary sponsor role in 1996. Blaney recorded a

team-best 19th-place points finish in 2002.

The Jasper operation may not be as well funded as the higher

profile teams of Newman, Jeff Gordon, Tony Stewart, Dale

Earnhardt Jr. and others. While it seeks the ultimate success and

its first trip to Victory Lane, Bawel says the top priority remains

business.

“I’m passionate about wanting to do well. When we do well

at the racetrack, it opens up other opportunities,” according to

Bawel. “To me, passion is taking something you enjoy and taking

it to the next level. I don’t love racing, but I’m passionate about
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Visitors to Jasper Engines & Transmissions are greeted by a simple motto on the wall.

Continued on page 24
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racing. It’s not how you finish, it how’s you perform. If you

run well week in and week out, you’re going to win a race.”

Whether it’s racing or a company program known as “the

Perfect Product,” Bawel maintains, “I’m not a perfectionist. But I

believe if you seek perfection, you may pass excellence on the way.”

Chamber President Kevin Brinegar says that is the type of

attitude that makes Bawel and Jasper Engines true success stories.

“Doug’s personality and enthusiasm are infectious. He not

only allows his associates to reach their highest level,” Brinegar

praises, “but extends his leadership to the local community

and beyond. He is truly making a difference.”

Giving back
Bawel has been president of the Patoka Valley Health Care

Cooperative for the last three years. A 12-year-old initiative to

provide quality health care at affordable costs, it insures

approximately 7,000 employees and 22,000 lives. Providers

and employers strive to manage the health care relationship

and produce winning results for all sides.

The effort has helped produce lower than average health

care premium increases and kept additional health care business

and its economic impact at the local level. “We seem to have done

a good job, but we can become much better,” Bawel concedes.

He is active on the Beacon Board, which works to assist

nonprofits in reaching their goals, and has worked on the initiative

to integrate Hispanic newcomers into the community. A family

cause is striving to eliminate illegal drug use in Dubois County.

There are a number of other activities both locally and at the

state level.

“Doug is just a really genuine person. He works not only

for causes in Jasper, but all of Dubois County,” Menke says. “Our

human resource and manufacturing departments get together

and share things back and forth. He’s open, willing to share

and always working to make things better for others.”

People are the key. Bawel isn’t sure if the automobile industry

and the economy in general will ever return to the glory days

of the 1990s. Manufacturing, however, will continue to play a

role in the state’s future development.

“I have a fundamental belief that the state of Indiana has

to turn out high school grads educated in the basics – reading,

writing and arithmetic – and the intellectual subjects of today,” he

declares, counting computer skills and speaking Spanish among

current requirements. “Our biggest problem is finding people who

want to enter the manufacturing community and that’s scary. It’s

going to be people, not parts or money, that make the difference.”

Doug Bawel
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